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The advantage of the Netherlands, according to former Dutch foreign minister and 
Secretary General of the NATO alliance, mr Joseph Luns, is that it has a lot of ‘abroad’. 
There are a lot of ‘foreign affairs’ to deal with for the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Luns was 
possibly our one true Realist foreign minister, putting material interests centre stage, 
rather than ideas and norms. His remark provides me with the stepping stone for the topic 
I would like to address: the role of smaller states in international affairs and their under-
investigated power and national interest driven behaviour.   

Talking about the foreign affairs of small states, there is a consensus that this category of 
states possesses limited clout in international affairs. Small states tend to exhibit overall a 
low level of participation in international affairs, have a limited foreign policy agenda, focus 
on their own region rather than globally, tend to focus on norms and soft power, on 
multilateralism and coalition building, and tend to embrace neutrality.2 Apart from when 
they possess nuclear weapons, small states see their position and interests better served by 
focusing on norm creation and diffusion, and soft power.3 Think for example about the 
Dutch promotion of the human rights discourse and the marketing of The Hague as the 
capital of international peace and justice. Small states can be seen as important norm 
entrepreneurs, embracing international norms and working towards their imitation and 
emulation.4  

In contrast, Realist explanations put power and national interest centre stage. This 
perspective has for a long time dominated the study of international affairs. It proposes that 
foreign policy behaviour of states can be explained by considerations of maintaining and 
increasing, where possible, the power and position of the state. The way to go about this is 
by using the instruments of power available, with as most formidable the military 
instrument. Machiavelli was one such thinker, who, in his advice to the Medici in Florence in 
the early sixteenth century, suggested that only true power will be taken seriously and 
increasing the power of the city state based on interest-driven behaviour was of primary 
importance. Since Machiavelli, many international relations scholars have put forward the 
same idea that states are the most important players in the international domain and power 
and power politics is the lingua franca of their affairs.   

I would like to propose that the image of small states’ abstinence of power politics is false. I 
would like to put forward for your consideration that small states are able to wield 
significant power and exhibit interest-driven foreign policy behaviour. To illustrate my case, 
I will use as an example probably the most unlikely candidate: the Netherlands.  



Dutch foreign policy traditions 

There is a long standing debate about traditions in foreign policy. Hans Boogman, professor 
of History at Utrecht University, — my alma mater — was among the first to identify what 
he called the Dutch tradition in foreign affairs. In his work he placed emphasis on the role of 
Dutch traders and well-to-do middle classes, which formed a trading tradition. In his now 
famous dissertation, our former Minister of Defence, and my current colleague in the 
national advisory council on international affairs, Joris Voorhoeve, posited that there are 
three main continuities in Dutch foreign policy contained in the title of his PhD and 
subsequent book: Peace, Profits and Principles. These three elements have provided the 
cornerstones of Dutch activities in the domain of foreign affairs, this large ‘abroad’.  

The three elements are carefully intertwined. Trade could not flourish without a stable 
international order and principles could be promoted when trade contacts had been 
established. The tradition of Peace has been embodied even in our constitution which 
contains an article (90) committing the Netherlands to the promotion of international law. 
Precursors are, for example, the Hague Conventions of 1899 and 1907, in which the first 
codifications of international law occurred. The tradition of Profits or the tradesman is 
exemplified by the Netherlands currently occupying rank 13 in the world, based on the size 
of its economy.5 This would logically grant it a seat among the group of largest economies in 
the world, the G20, which has not materialised. I will come back to this issue. Precursors to 
the trading tradition are the trade with the Baltics, which formed the foundation of the 
wealth during our Golden Age in the seventeenth century, and the building of the East and 
West India companies. The tradition of Principles is exemplified by our strong tendency to 
tell others how to do things. Not only morally and ethically as the Dutch reverend, or 
protestant minister, would do in the pulpit, but also in our strong agenda to promote 
human rights and stress on norms.  

Does this argument sound highly convincing? It has a claim to cover the most significant 
trends and traditions. Still, as others have also noted, there are shortcomings; not only 
would it be rather difficult to falsify such broad claims, many other states would claim 
similar traditions with only a slightly different emphasis.  

The debate about traditions in Dutch foreign policy continued with a contribution by Duco 
Hellema, my former colleague, in his book Dutch Foreign Policy; The Role of The Netherlands 
in World Politics. He posited that rather than principled traders, the Dutch attitude was 
driven by pragmatism — a fourth P after Peace Profits and Principles — and the desire to 
maintain the status quo. Given the international conditions, the Dutch did what was 
feasible, rather than what was principled in international relations. The external 
environment and the internal circumstances in the Netherlands deserve more attention, he 
claimed, to assess the Dutch identity abroad. He concluded: ‘It would rather appear to be 
the international relations and the domestic material circumstances (and limitations) that 
explain the Dutch orientation toward maintaining the status quo’.  

None of the key authors in this debate has awarded significant influence to a more Realist 
perspective on Dutch foreign policy traditions. When treated, Realist behaviour is seen as 
incident and exception. Nowhere is it suggested that power politics and national interests 



importantly contributed to foreign policy behaviour. With the possible exception, of course, 
of Minister Luns, who might now run the risk of becoming the hero of my story.  

A seat at the table of the Security Council 

Since April 2014, the Netherlands participates in the Multidimensional Integrated 
Stabilisation Mission in Mali in North Africa. The Netherlands is there to stabilise the state 
and support the government in Bamako and provides expertise in the area of mission 
intelligence. It is considered one of the most dangerous UN missions with a loss of over 100 
UN personnel to date. The death of two servicemen led, last month, to the departure of our 
Minister of Defence and the Chief of Defence Staff.  

Why and how is this related to the discussion about foreign policy traditions and the 
argument of hard power? This case is the first example where mission participation was 
explicitly linked to gaining a non-permanent seat in the United Nations Security Council.  

Why is it interesting to be part of the Security Council? The UN Security Council represents 
the most authoritative forum in world politics. Its primary task is to safeguard international 
peace and security. At least four non-permanent members of the council need to vote in 
favour of a Council decision, called a resolution, for it to pass. The votes are public, not 
secret, and it is common to give an explanation for the voting behaviour. This is a form of 
significant power. The Security Council, furthermore, has enforcement power and can ask 
states to make available ‘all necessary means’ to restore peace and security. Depending on 
the political will of the participants, it can enforce sanctions, send out peace enforcement 
missions and represent the international community of states at large. Still today, 72 years 
after its founding, more than 60 states have not yet been elected to a non-permanent seat 
of the UN Security Council. It is thus by no means a given that every state gets an 
opportunity to participate.  

Overall, there are clear limitations to what foreign policy instruments can achieve. 
Sanctions, embargoes and interventions should not be seen as panacea for difficult foreign 
policy challenges. Therefore, participation in the United Nations, where decisions about 
negotiations, sanctions and interventions and their effects are taken, is of weighty 
importance.  

The Netherlands attempted to get elected, riding on the wave of the exposure as a result of 
the Mali mission, on the UN Security Council and was partially successful in September 
2016. Partially, because it will share a seat with Italy from next year onwards. As a sign of 
close European cooperation, the two states decided to end their direct competition and put 
in a joint bid. In 2018 the Netherlands will occupy a non-permanent seat for a year and will 
act as a chair during March 2018. This is not the first time that the Netherlands has 
participated at this level of international decision-making. The Kingdom has held a non-
permanent seat five times before.  

A highly successful power broker 

My central argument, that the Netherlands exhibits clear Realist foreign policy behaviour, is 
based on the following evidence. Every time the Netherlands became an elected member of 
the UN Security Council, it has received major exposure as a participant in a large UN 



intervention mission. The Netherlands turns out to be a highly successful powerbroker. In 
fact, I would claim that the Netherlands has a perfect record. The case of Mali is not an 
exception but is the culmination of a long-standing tradition.   

The story starts with the participation in the intervention in the Korean War and an election 
to the Security Council in the years 1951-52. For a large part the decision was inspired by 
the desire to show itself a trustworthy ally of the United States. The participating troops 
showed themselves very capable on the battlefield and were positively regarded by the 
other contributing states. The Netherlands indicated an interest in membership in the UNSC, 
and was elected.  

After the outbreak of the conflict in Lebanon in 1975, the Netherlands received an official 
request to provide troops for a mission. The Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs volunteered 
Dutch troops to officially act as an interposition force to monitor the situation between the 
warring parties on the ground. The mission became the largest, most dangerous and 
controversial mission the country had ever carried out. Controversy surrounded the issue of 
the use of conscripts and financing, or rather the lack of it, by the United Nations. Again, 
with an appeal to its status as a trustworthy ally and participant in international affairs, The 
Netherlands entered Lebanon in March 1979, covering the largest UNIFIL sector of 150 
square kilometres. We see again the argument of reliability as an international partner play 
a role in the decisions. Furthermore, there were positive assessments of the overall 
participation. The Dutch became a non-permanent member of the UNSC in January 1983.  

The next UN membership election occurred in the late 1990s. This time it was not so much 
participation in a mission but rather the use of another foreign policy instrument that made 
a difference: the pecuniary contributions to the UN coffers. At the end of the 1990s the 
Netherlands had become the largest net contributor to the UN Development Programme. It 
was the largest contributor in absolute terms (!) to this programme. In an op-ed piece at the 
time the late Koen Koch wrote that he did not have the foggiest idea why the Dutch would 
harbour the ambition of getting elected to the Security Council.6 Their efforts would be 
better served, he argued, by getting Serbia condemned for human rights abuses, rather than 
by reminding others of all the bills that we had paid. The voting pledge of the Netherlands 
was to use foreign aid to tackle the root causes of conflict. In the end, thanks to skilful 
diplomacy, the Netherlands gained a seat in the Security Council for the 1999-2000 period, 
in the first round of voting.  

The War in Iraq, which started with the invasion in March 2003, was only supported 
politically by the Netherlands. The precarious international legal basis was one of the 
reasons initially holding the country back. Still, the Netherlands managed, admirably, to 
draw huge political capital from it: the position of Secretary General of the NATO alliance. 
Even though the committee of investigation, de Commissie Davids, that looked into the 
decision-making process, concluded in its report that the appointment of Mr Jaap de Hoop 
Scheffer was not caused by the Dutch participation in the Iraq War.7 Nevertheless, it did not 
form an impediment either. Revealingly, the Dutch permanent representative at NATO 
headquarters, Ambassador Patijn, is extensively quoted in the investigative report, saying 
that the Dutch contributions to peace and stability operations were highly valued.8 Would 
we have gained this position without participation?  



It was a NATO operation that subsequently led to another notable macro foreign policy 
success for the Netherlands, namely a formal invitation for the G20. From this perspective, 
the participation in the Afghanistan interventions paid off.9 After the attacks on 9/11 and 
the decision to attack Afghanistan to uproot Al Qaeda and the Taliban, the Netherlands 
showed itself again as a more than trustworthy ally. The headache which the Balkan 
missions, in particular the disaster at Srebrenica, had caused was alleviated both by the 
recognition the country received based on the quantity and quality of its delivery in the field 
in Uruzgan from 2006 onwards. Direct evidence of the correlation between this record and 
the ‘rewards’ received on the foreign policy stage can be found in Wikileaks documents, 
which indicate a clear causal relationship. 

With the exception of one tour as UNSC member in the mid-sixties in which it managed to 
occupy the position of Chair in 1965-1966, without a clear commensurate foreign mission or 
contribution, the record of the Netherlands stands.  

Other evidence and challenges 

What about other small states, like Ethiopia, Bangladesh, and Nepal (all top UN 
contributors)? Has participation in UN missions been their ticket to a seat at the top table? 
Do we see this power political behaviour in other small states than the Netherlands as well? 
The short answer is yes. These cases provide support for my thesis that small states are apt 
at playing the power political card. However, the argument is witness to several challenges.  

First, a correlation is not necessarily a causal relationship and the direction of the potential 
causality would warrant further investigation, which I would warmly welcome. In particular 
the features of the global history research agenda of investigating parallel and global 
commonalities and differences, based on a multi-disciplinary perspective, opens interesting 
avenues.  

A second challenge is accountability. If indeed there is a causal link between the 
participation in UN missions and the election to the UN Security Council, accountability 
needs to be reconsidered. In particular in the case I am most familiar with, the Netherlands, 
the government has, as far as I am aware, never justified participation in, or assessed 
mission success afterwards, based on positive macro foreign policy effects. Based on article 
100 of our constitution, parliament does not have a formal right of decision. It has a right to 
be informed and has a major role in the accountability afterwards. Neither the justifications 
beforehand, in the shape of the article 100 letter stipulating the detailed motivation for 
participation, nor in the reports to parliament afterwards, has there been mention of this 
macro political success. Participation in missions might contribute or help to stabilise 
countries in crisis, it is also highly effective to raise the profile and the chances of 
participation at the top tables in international affairs. The problem is that geo-strategic 
success has not formed a significant part of the accountability process and has not been 
properly recognised in parliament. Furthermore, it has not been recognised in public 
debates, by the general public, the taxpayers. Would we think differently, if we were to take 
this factor into consideration, when deciding on mission participation?  



Conclusions 

First, modesty is warranted when it comes to use of foreign policy instruments. The panoply 
of instruments is large but their effectiveness is circumscribed, which invites humility. Still, 
small states are power players, just as large states are. Appearances notwithstanding, I have 
tried to argue that power politics matter for small states as well. Lawrence Freedman has 
also concluded in his major tome on strategy that small states need to be ‘cunning’ and agile 
in wielding the instruments they command. This indeed they have done. 

Second, I have added a fifth P to the list of Dutch foreign policy traditions: peace, profits, 
principles and pragmatism go hand in hand with power politics. I agree with my 
predecessors that power politics did not possess an overriding influence, but to describe it 
as alien to the foreign policy establishment is wide off the mark.  

As for foreign minister Luns, with whom I started, I hazard a guess that he would agree. I 
had the pleasure of meeting him once; as a very young and impressionable student when I 
was a member of a student association and we had invited him for a talk. Being very tall and 
having a commanding voice that carried far into the lecture hall without a microphone, he 
told us indeed how foreign affairs worked.  

Third, previously in my first inaugural speech as special chair in Strategic Studies at the 
Institute of Political Science, I claimed that many states in the international system, 
including the Netherlands, have suffered from an inability to think strategically. The art of 
formulating clear and feasible political aims and making available the required means to 
achieve them has become lost. My argument today can possibly be seen as a tiny corrective 
to this. My practical policy advice would be: pay more attention to the details of 
international power politics, as well as to the macro-political spin off of engaging in missions 
to create a safe and secure environment abroad.  

Finally, my close colleagues at this point will have wondered how I have managed to pull off 
a speech of this length without mentioning the name of Clausewitz, my intellectual hero of 
long standing. I will not disappoint you. Of course Clausewitz, as the father of military and 
strategic thought, has something to contribute here. Understand the war you are fighting, is 
the wisdom he imparted. Translated this would mean: grasp the environment in which you 
are active, and grab opportunities when they present themselves.   

Isabelle Duyvesteyn is Professor of International Studies with a Specialization in 
Global History at Leiden University.  
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